ABSTRACT. "Almost exactness"
Introduction.
If T : A -> Y and S : Y -y Z are linear operators between linear spaces for which (0.1)
S-x(0) = T(A), then the pair {S,T) is sometimes described as "exact". For bounded operators between normed spaces the proper definition is more elusive. In this note we offer definitions of "exactness" and "almost exactness" in §1, which amount to simultaneous* generalizations of boundedness below and respectively openness and almost openness; we show how they are related to the fundamental subspace-quotient sequence, and we demonstrate that almost exact pairs come in open sets. In §2 we see how almost exactness can be expressed using duality, "enlargement", and completion, and in §3 we address ourselves to a boundary problem. It turns out that, provided the spaces are complete, "almost exactness" reduces to condition (0.1) together with an additional closed range condition, and that "almost exactness" in the incomplete case reduces to the same condition for the completed operators. In a sense therefore most of what we have to say can be recovered from earlier work. We believe however that our point of view helps to bring out some of the "resonances" latent in the usual form of the exactness condition for complete spaces. If in addition {S, T) is a chain, then it will be called almost exact, exact, or strictly exact. Necessary and sufficient for (1.1.1) is that for each y G Y there should be a sequence {xn) in X for which (1.1.4) lim sup \\y -Txn\\ < k'\\Sy\\ and sup ||a;n|| < k\\y\\;
n n for (1-1-2) we should have (1.1.4) with a constant sequence xn = x. For example if T = 0 then each of (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) reduces to the condition that S is bounded below; if instead S = 0 then (1.1.1) is the condition that T is almost open [7] , and (1. IfW is closed and k' > 1, then for each y G Y there is w GW for which (1.2.2) \\y -w\\ < k'dist{y,W) and \\w\\ < \\y\\ + dist(y, W) < 2\\y\\.
PROOF. By definition of dist{y,W) there is {w'n) in W for which Thus if W = c\{W) is closed, then we can arrange (1-2.2) for every y GY. D Theorem 1.2 is a sort of "anti Riesz lemma" : the special case in which Y = cl{W) was part of Theorem 1.3 of [7] . Edward Bach of Trinity College, Dublin has shown (unpublished communication)
that we cannot always get ||u>n|| < ||y|| in (1.2.1). Theorem 1.2 enables us to break the almost exactness condition into two pieces: 2. Exactness and almost exactness can be described in the dual spaces, in the "enlargements", and in the completions. If we write 3. We conclude with a discussion of a problem suggested by [7] and the boundary result of Cho and Tagachi [3, 4] As an attempt to prove this, suppose that z G Z is arbitrary and find {yn) in Y and then (xn) in A for which \\z -Snyn\\ -> 0 and (3.1.5) life -Txn\\ < k'\\Syn\\ + (l/n)||z|| with \\xn\\ < k\\yn\\. Now \\z -Syn\\ < \\z -Snyn\\ + \\Sn -S\\ \\yn\\ <\\z-Snyn\\ + \\Sn -S\\ \\yn -Txn\\ + ||(5n -S)Txn|| < \\z -Snyn\\ + \\Sn -S||(*'||S«n|| + (l/n)||*H) + ||(5" -S)Txn\\ <\\z-Snyn\\ + \\Sn-S\\k'\\Syn-z\\ + \\S" -S\\{k' + {l/n))\\z\\ + \\{Sn -S)Txn\\, giving (3.1.6) (1 -fe'||S" -SJDII* -Syn\\ < ||S» -S\\{k' + {l/n))\\z\\ + \\{Sn -S)Txn\\.
Our lack of control of the last term on the right-hand side stands between us and the result. In the special case T = 0 this reduces to the proof of Theorem 1.3 of [7] . When X,Y, and Z are Hilbert spaces then we can actually reduce the whole problem to this special case: observe [4, 10] Thus the assumptions of Problem 3.1 are that the operator col(5, T*) : Y -* ZxX is bounded below, and can be approximated by the operators col(5n, T*) : Y -> ZxX which have dense range: then by Theorem 1.3 of [7] it follows that col{S,T*) is also dense, and hence almost open. If we strengthen the assumptions in Problem 3.1, assuming that the chains {Sn,Tn) form "short exact sequences", and use Theorem 2.3 to reduce to complete spaces, then an affirmative solution would seem to be contained in the indexstability results of Vasilescu and Albrecht [13, 2] 
